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Re-Wet-O-Matic Technology

GREEN
#43

Heavy Duty Industrial Cleaner and Degreaser designed with safety and environmental responsibility.  This concentrated degreaser, when used as directed, 
can have a Zero rating in the three NFPA* catagories of health, flammability, and reactivity when diluted.  This a multi-purpose liquid  concentrate that literally 
breaks down the molecular bonds, that holds oil together. This effective and versatile cleaner is utilized as an industrial strength degreaser as well as 
an amazing multi-use cleaner. The cleaning potential of this product is virtually limitless.

Use on most water safe surfaces including:  * Oil (Diesel/Gasoline) Stained Concrete, Pump Islands * Engine Degreasing, *Pump *Motors *Parts 
Cleaning, *Brake Dust, Whitewalls, * Wheels, Rims * Oil Slick Floors    * Stubborn Carpet Stains   * Grease Trap Maintenance  * General Bathroom 
Cleaning  *Sinks,  *Floors, *Walls, Counters  * Mats, Runners  * Plastic Surfaces, *Vinyl       * Signs * Awnings, *Canopies * Carpet Cleaning  *Stainless 
Steel, * Aluminum

HMIS  KEY  4= EXTREME   3= HIGH     2= MODERATE 1= SLIGHT   0= INSIGNIFICANT  HMIS THIS PRODUCT:   H=1  F=0  R=0
Contains: Water  7732-18-5, Sodium Metasilicate   6834-93-0, Surfactant blend 

Application:    *General use: Allow product to penetrate soil. Agitate se-
vere stains if needed.  Scrub remaining surfaces and then rinse thoroughly.     

*Steam Cleaning - Pressure Washing  Hot or Cold Pressure Wash   A 
pre-mixed solution of 1 to 5 or 1 to 20 can be drawn from auxillary tube or 
put directly into mixing tank supplying up to 10 200 at the nozzle.
USE DILUTION     Concentrate         WATER
Extra Heavy  1 part      1  up to  5
Heavy   1 part        5 UP to 10
Normal   1 part       10 UP  to 20
Steam Pressure  1 part        5 UP to 20
For most applications, product can be applied from a spray bottle, brushed 
or agitated if necessary then wiped clean or rinsed with water. While our 
all products are considered non toxic, biodegradable and environmentally 
safe it is always best to take the following precautions:

 GHS Label for Concentrate as 
supplied:
DANGER
Causes skin irritation.   Causes serious damage to 
the eyes.
 Prevention: Wash hands thoroughly after handling.  Do not eat, drink 
or smoke when using this product.  Wear eye protection/face protec-
tion.
Response  
IF SWALLOWED: Call a POISON CENTER or doctor/physician if you feel 
unwell.
IF IN EYES: Rinse cautiously with water for several minutes. Remove 
contact lenses, if present and easy to do. Continue rinsing. P310 :Imme-
diately call a POISON CENTRE or doctor/physician.  Rinse mouth.
Disposal  
Disposal of contents/container to be specified in accordance with regu-
lations.
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